from the desk of...
DEPUTY CHIEF JOHN A. MCALLISTER

Chac—

This doesn't appear to require any action, but I think we should wonder. I think Wolfer and the investigator who handled should get more.
SIRIAN
HYCON BALLISTIC CAMERA
HYCON CAMERA
GOSSETT PANA SEDICIC CAMERA
LARRY BAGGETT PANA SEDICIC CAMERA
REPORT
PHOTOS BY TED CHARACH X ENLARGED
BOX OCT/NOV 1973

1, WM. LIPPER P.S.A. CRIMIN.
2, PROF. HERB. LEON MCDONELL OF
CORNING COMM. COLLEGE X ELMSIRA
COLLEGE N.Y. DIR. FORENSIC SCI.

IVER JOHNSON .22 CADET # 453725
OMARK - C.C. 1

WEISSEL BULLET CONSISTENT W/ OMARK
KENNEDY " MFG. BY FED CAHI.
CO. OR SOME OTHER
HYCON BALLISANIC CAMERA

DIFF. OF 1/2 DEGREE IN RIFLING ANGLES. KENNEDY BULLET FIRED FROM BARREL WITH SHARPER RIFLING THAN WEISER

CONCLUSION
1. KENNEDY & WEISER BULLETS NOT FIRED FROM SAME CAL.
2. KENNEDY BULLET NOT FIRED FROM SIXTH'S REVOLVER.

SID TRAPP VAN NUYS D.A.
FOR HYCON INFO,
DEPT 53 974-5679 V.N. 873-5674
AUD 80 PHIL ROBERTSON OF HYCON

CORONER HAS HYCON BALLISANIC CAMERA
CO. # 309260 COST $3500
ACTRON INDUSTRIES INC.
SUBSID. OF MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS.
700 ROYAL OAKS DR., MONROVIA
#359-8216.
1. INT. PATCHETT RE: EXPERT OPINION OTHER THAN WOLFER'S ON BALLISTIC
2. TALK TO SID ABOUT PROFESSOR
3. DEP. D.A. DINKO BOZANICH